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Foreword

THIS COMPILATION OF THE JOURNAL OF ASTM INTERNATIONAL (JAI), STP1528, Plastic Pipe and Fittings: Past, Present, and Future contains only the papers published in JAI that were presented at a Symposium on Plastic Pipe and Fittings: Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow held during November 9, 2009 in Atlanta, GA, USA. The Symposium was sponsored by ASTM International Committee F17 on Plastic Piping Systems.

Thomas S. Walsh, Walsh Consulting Services, Houston, TX served as the Symposium Chairman and JAI Guest Editor.
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Overview

This symposium is a continuation of two previous ASTM symposia, “Buried Plastic Pipe Technology,” (STP1093) held in 1990 and “Buried Plastic Pipe Technology, 2nd Volume,” (STP1222) held in 1994. The first symposium on Buried Plastic Technology was organized to provide the users of water, sewer, drainage waste management, irrigation and gas projects with the current state of the art engineering data and techniques for the use of plastic piping materials. The second symposia followed as a sequel to the first repeating the same intent. The current symposia has similar intentions but also was organized to capture historical viewpoints on the last sixty plus years of the successful introduction and use of plastic piping products in North America. The papers are organized into five sections: Historical Reviews, Design, Testing and Failure Analysis, New Materials and Applications, and Installation.

In the Historical Review section, Bob Walker presented an overview of the successful introduction and growth of the PVC piping industry in North American markets. Jim Goddard discussed the growth of the polyethylene corrugated pipe industry in North America. Stan Mruk reviewed the history of the Hydrostatic Stress Board (HSB) of the Plastics Pipe Institute (PPI) and its contributions to the development of plastic pressure piping products. Steve Boros discussed the use of long-term hydrostatic strength calculations in the design and development of thermoplastic piping materials and specifically polyethylene piping compounds. Ata Ciechanowski reviewed the role of the National Sanitation Foundation (NSF International) in the development of quality potable water piping products. White Jee discussed the history and the development of American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) Standard D3350 and its influence on polyethylene piping compounds.

In the Design section, Michael Pluimer discussed a service life analysis for corrugated high density polyethylene piping for drainage applications. Dr Tim McGrath discussed experience gained in designing storm water chambers to meet American Association of State Highway Officials (AASHTO) specifications. Dr. Richard Brachman presented information on the design and performance of plastic drainage pipes. Dr Tim McGrath reviewed the design development of large thermoplastic chambers for storm water retention systems. Craig Fisher presented considerations in the fabrication of PVC pressure fittings. Amster Howard discussed deflection, lag, lag load and time lag in drainage piping.

In the Testing and Failure Analysis section, John Kurdziel discussed a new stress cracking test method for corrugated high density polyethylene piping. Steve Sandstrum presented a new qualification test method for high density polyethylene butt fusion joining. Craig Fisher discussed the tensile
testing of restrained joint PVC pipes. Flip Sharff discussed failure analysis of plastic pipe and other hydraulic structures. Michael Hayes and Ray Hauser discussed their experiences in investigating CPVC pipe failures. Amster Howard discussed his experience in inspecting large diameter drainage piping.

In the New Materials and Applications section, Frank Volgstadt discussed Polyamide 11 (PA-11) and its use in higher pressure natural gas distribution applications. Richard Wolf discussed Polyamide 12 (PA-12) and its suitability for natural gas distribution piping systems at pressures over 125 psi. Igor Zhadanovsky discussed the use of Polysulfone plastics to replace cast iron piping in steam heating applications.

In the Installation section, Larry Petroff reviewed the specifying of plastic piping products in trenchless technology applications. Steve Gross discussed the use of high performance restrained-joint PVC piping products in directional drilling applications. Richard Botteicher presented a method for calculation installation loads on fusible PVC piping in horizontal directional drilling applications. Dr Ian Moore presented a paper on the axial response of HDPE pipes in directional drilling installations.

The goal of this symposia was to present historical perspectives from industry experts on the successful applications and growth of plastic piping and then to present papers on new materials, new applications and new test methods that are continuing the penetration of plastic piping products in North America and worldwide.

Special thanks to ASTM staff, the authors and presenters and to the reviewers of these papers without whom this STP could not have been completed.

Tom Walsh
Walsh Consulting Services
11406 Lakeside Place Drive
Houston, Texas 77077
Symposium Chairman and Editor
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